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OW2 announces three OW2con’22 Best Project Awards during the Open Cloud by OW2
conference in Paris, the face to face part of its annual conference. 

Three OW2 open source projects are rewarded today for their outstanding results in Community, Technology
and Market, and for their contributions to the open source community ecosystem. 

Paris, France, June 29, 2022 – OW2, the community promoting open source software for information systems
announces today during the Open Cloud by OW2, in parallel with the Paris Cloud Symposium, the winners of
OW2con'22 Best Project Awards. These awards recognize OW2 projects for their outstanding contribution to
three categories : community, technology, and market performance. 

The winners of the OW2con'22 Best Project Awards are:

   Technology   : The 2022 OW2 Best Project Technology Award goes to Telosys.  Telosys is a lightweight code
generator, easy to use, designed to reduce developers workload and to bootstrap any kind of project. Telosys
offers a simple and pragmatic approach for code generation. Telosys can be used to generate code for any
type of language (Java, Python, PHP, JavaScript, C #, HTML, Scala, Go, etc.) with any type of framework
(AngularJS,  JPA,  Spring  MVC,  etc).  Telosys  is  the  only  code  generator  fully  customizable.  It  allows  to
customize entities model, project configuration and all the templates used to generate the code. It can be
used  as  a  tactical  tool  to  improve  productivity  and  code  quality,  especially  when  it  is  used  for  project
bootstrapping.

Community : The 2022 OW2 Best Project Community Award goes to the PrestaShop project. PrestaShop is
today the leading ecommerce software in Europe and Latin America and recently joined OW2. PrestaShop
received the Community Award as a result of its effort to adapt its processes and open its community to an
highly international audience to be as inclusive as possible. All community members can interact with each
other through the forum with 30 languages (17 main languages and 13 other languages) or the marketplace.
The software is available in over 60 languages, selectable during installation. And it is of course possible to
add languages  afterwards and to have online stores in several  languages  in order to allow international
development.  The  translation  process  is  also  highly  collaborative  with  3546  translators  collaborating  on
Crowdin.   The  important  number  of  contributors  demonstrates  the  vibrancy  of  the  project,  its
internationalization and PrestaShop’s localization efforts.

Market :  The 2022 OW2 Best Project  Market Award goes to GLPi. GLPI is one of the most complete open
source ITSM solution on the market.  With more than 11 million users in 186 countries and an interface
available in 47 languages. GLPi benefits from a strong user community, and provide high level of services
expertise and customer focus. GLPi customers are represented by public institutions, retail, financial & bank
industries, educational sector (schools and universities). Teclib, the company behing GPLi is developping an
active and large partnership program, thus expanding its presence all around the world. 

About OW2 
OW2 is an independent community dedicated to promoting open source software for information systems and to fostering
their business ecosystems. OW2 federates 50+ organizations and 2500+ IT professionals world wide. OW2 hosts 50+
technology Projects, including: ASM, AuthzForce, BlueMind, Centreon, CLIF, FusionDirectory, GLPI, JORAM, Knowage,
LemonLDAP:NG, Lutece, OCS Inventory,  PrestaShop, ProActive,  Rocket.Chat,  SAT4J, SeedStack,  Sympa, Telosys,
Waarp, WebLab and XWiki. Visit www.ow2.org, follow us on Twitter @ow2.
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